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Abstract

So far studies estimating sales response functions on the basis of store-specific

data either consider heterogeneity or functional flexibility. That is why in

this contribution a model is developed possessing both these features. It is

a multilayer perceptron with store-specific coefficients which is specified in a

hierarchical Bayesian framework. An appropriate Markov Chain Monte Carlo

estimation technique is introduced capable to satisfy theoretical constraints

(e.g. sign constraints on elasticities). The empirical study refers to a data base

consisting of weekly observations of sales and prices for nine leading brands

of a packaged consumer good category. The data were acquired in 81 stores

over a time span of at least 61 weeks. The multilayer perceptron is compared

to a strict parametric multiplicative model and approaches the maximum

value of posterior model probability. This indicates the benefits of using a

flexible model even if heterogeneity is dealt with. Estimated sales curves and

elasticities demonstrate that both models differ in their implications about

price response.1

Keywords: Sales Response; Hierarchical Bayes; Multilayer Perceptron; Neural Networks;

Marketing

1 Introduction

So far studies estimating sales response functions on the basis of store-specific

data can be divided into two groups. Studies belonging to the first group allow

heterogeneity across stores, i.e. store-specific coefficients, but assume strict

parametric forms, mostly linear, multiplicative or exponential (e.g. Blattberg

and George, 1991; Montgomery, 1997; Boatwright et al., 1999). They specify

sales response functions as hierarchical Bayesian models so that store-specific

coefficients depend on data from all stores (Carlin and Louis, 1996). Markov

1This research is supported by a grant of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
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Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulation techniques serve to estimate param-

eters.

These studies demonstrate the importance of the heterogeneity across stores.

Therefore models based on linearely aggregated or pooled data should be

avoided as they are known to be biased if effects are heterogeneous even

for the case of the linear function (Krishnamurhti et al., 1990). Their main

potential weakness lies in the assumed strict parametric form. Though they

deal with heterogeneity, if the assumed parametric form differs from the true

function a source of bias remains (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1995).

The second group of studies estimating sales response functions allow flexi-

bility of functional form by means of semiparametric or seminonparametric

methods, but assume homogeneity across stores. The sales response model

of Kalyanam and Shively (1998) uses cubic stochastic splines. The semipara-

metric models of van Heerde (1999) and van Heerde et al. (2001) include

multivariate kernels. Hruschka (2000) and van Heerde et al. (2001) analyze

sales response by means of a generalized additive model, whose nonpara-

metric part equals a sum of cubic smoothing splines and univariate kernels,

respectively. Lang et al. (2003) introduce a Bayesian semiparametric additive

model which consists of P-splines with smoothness priors.

Multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) constitute another flexible modeling approach.

They can be understood as series estimators approximating an unknown mul-

tivariate function by a linear combination of sigmoid (mostly logistic) func-

tions (Pagan and Ullah, 1999). As series estimators are nonparametric in

their orientation, though their modus operandi is parametric, MLPs can be

called seminonparametric following the terminology of Gallant (1987). The

literature contains some examples of determining market response functions

by MLPs. Hruschka (1993) estimates an aggregate sales response model by a

MLP. A related stream of research deals with estimation of aggregate market

share models (van Wezel and Baets, 1995; Wierenga and Kluytmans 1996;
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Natter and Hruschka, 1998; Hruschka, 2001).

With the exception of Hruschka (2000) and Hruschka (2001) who analyzes

data of one store, all studies belonging to the second group linearly aggregate

data (by sums or averages across stores) or pool data across stores. Though

they tackle with bias due to functional form, bias due to heterogeneity across

stores still exists. That is why in this paper a model is developed which allows

both heterogeneity and functional flexibility. To this end sales response func-

tions are specified as MLPs with store-specific coefficients in a hierarchical

Bayesian framework. Moreover, an appropriate MCMC estimation technique

is introduced.

We try to answer the question wether for a typical marketing data set func-

tional flexibility is advantageous if heterogeneity is considered also. If a het-

erogeneous strict parametric model performs at least quite as good as the

heterogeneous flexible model or gives roughly the same results about mar-

keting effects, most researchers would stick to the less complex parametric

model. Therefore we compare the MLP to a strict parametric model, where

both models have store-specific coefficients. Relative performance of the MLP

is measured by its posterior probability. If the MLP is better according to

this criterion, we investigate if it implies a pattern of price response different

from the parametric model.

2 Specification of Models

Originally several parametric sales response models were considered (i.e. lin-

ear, multiplicative, exponential, semi-log taking logs of prices, logistic and

asymmetric logistic) with price of the respective brand and average price

across competitors as predictors (a description of these functional forms can

be found in Hanssens et al., 2001). A heterogeneous version of each of these

models was estimated by an appropriate MCMC method. Posterior model

probabilities for the multiplicative models computed from log marginal model
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densities approach the best value of one (see section 3). Because of its su-

periority this paper uses the multiplicative model as standard of comparison

for the MLP.

The heterogeneous multiplicative model (abbreviated as HMM) is expressed

by:

Qmit = exp(αmi0) pαmi1

mit

|Cm|
∏

j=1

p
αmij+1

Cmj it (1)

Qmit and pmit are sales and price of brand m in store i and week t. Cm denotes

the index set of competing brands (in the following briefly called competitors)

which affect sales of brand m (this set may be empty). These are the brands

for which the 95% credible interval of the mean price coefficient for brand m

in the HMM did not include zero (see section 3). Cmj is the j-th element of

this index set. |Cm| symbolizes the number of brands contained.

Model specifications originally included coefficients for point of sales displays

as well as prices and sales both lagged by one week as possible dynamic effects.

Estimation of corresponding heterogeneous multiplicative models demon-

strated that these variables may be eliminated as 95% credible intervals of

their mean coefficients included zero. That is why these variables are ignored

here.

Estimation is based on the log-transformation of the HMM:

log(Qmit) = αmi0 + αmi1 log(pmit) +
|Cm|
∑

j=1

αmij+1 log(pCmj it) (2)

MLPs approximate any continuous multivariate function and its derivatives

to the desired level of precision given a sufficient number of hidden units with

S-shaped activation functions (Cybenko, 1989; Hornik et al., 1989; Ripley,

1993). In order to achieve a certain approximation rate for problems of higher

dimension, MLPs approximate unknown functions and their derivatives with

errors decreasing at rates as fast as u−1/2, with u as number of hidden units.
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Rates for standard kernel, spline and Taylor series approximants are higher

and increase with the dimension of the input space (Barron, 1993; Hornik et

al. 1994).

The heterogeneous multilayer perceptron (abbreviated as HMLP) is written

as follows:

log(Qmit) = α1

mi0 + α1

mi1 log(pmit) +
|Cm|
∑

j=1

α1

mij+1 log(pCmj it) +
Um
∑

u=1

α2

miuhmiut(3)

As can be seen from expression 3 compared to the HMM the HMLP has as

additional ”predictors” the values of hidden units hmiut, which are computed

by binomial logistic functions:

hmiut = 1/[1 + exp(−(α3

mi0u + α3

mi1u log(pmit) +
|Cm|
∑

j=1

α3

mij+1u log(pCmj it)))](4)

Note that all coefficients of the HMLP vary across stores.

Store-level elasticities εmmi and cross-elasticities εmCmj i are defined by:

εmmi =
∂ log(Qmit)

∂ log(pmit)
, εmCmj i =

∂ log(Qmit)

∂ log(pCmj it)
(5)

For the HMM store-level elasticities and cross-elasticities are simply equal to

the corresponding price coefficients:

εmmi = αmi1, εmCmj i = αmij+1 (6)

Store-level elasticities and cross-elasticities for the HMLP are:

εmmi = α1

mi1 +
Um
∑

u=1

α2

miu(1 − hmiut) hmiutα
3

mi1u (7)

εmCmj i = α1

mij+1 +
Um
∑

u=1

α2

miu(1 − hmiut) hmiutα
3

mij+1u (8)

Economic theory postulates that holding other effects constant sales decrease

if the price of a brand rises and increase if the price of any competitor rises
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(e.g. Rao, 1993). Therefore store-level elasticities should not be positive and

store-level cross-elasticities should not be negative. For the HMM these re-

strictions are fullfilled by these obvious restrictions on parameters:

αmi1 ≤ 0

αmij+1 ≥ 0 for j = 1, · · · , |Cm| (9)

The desired properties of elasticities and cross-elasticities can also be achieved

by constraining coefficients of the HMLP utilizing the fact that the first

derivative of the logistic function (1 − hmiut) hmiut which is part of elasticity

formulas 7 and 8 is always positive. These restrictions are:

α1

mi1 ≤ 0, α3

mi1u ≤ 0

α1

mij+1 ≥ 0, α3

mij+1u ≥ 0 (10)

α2

miu ≥ 0

These restrictions mean that coefficients for the price of a brand must not be

positive, those for prices of competitors and for values of hidden units must

not be negative.

If interest focuses on price effects across all stores, one should look at price

elasticities w.r.t. total sales. Total sales Qmt of brand m in week t are equal

to the sum of store sales of this brand in week t across all I stores:

Qmt =
I

∑

i=1

Qmit (11)

Price elasticity w.r.t. total sales εmm is the average of store-level elasticities

εmmi weighted by the ratio of estimated store-level sales and estimated total

sales:

εmm =
∑

i

εmmi
Q̂mit

Q̂mt

=
∑

i

εmmi
Q̂mit

∑I
i=1 Q̂mit

(12)

This expression shows that even for the HMM total sales elasticities are no

longer constant.
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Coefficients of all models considered here vary across stores. Let coefficients

of brand m and store i be collected in a column vector βmi. For the HMM

this means:

βmi = (αmi0, · · · , αmi|Cmj |+1)
′

(13)

For the HMLP βmi is defined as:

βmi = (α1

mi0, · · · , α
1

mi|Cmj |+1, α
2

mi01, · · · , α
2

mi|Cmj |+1Um
, α3

mi01, · · · , α
3

mi|Cmj |+1Um
)
′

(14)

Store-specific coefficient vectors are assumed to be multivariate normally dis-

tributed with mean vector β̄m and covariance matrix Σm. This constitutes

a hierarchical model as the so-called hyperparameters β̄m and Σm affect the

dependent variable through the store-specific coefficient vectors only. It is

characteristic of such models that each store-specific coefficient depends on

data from all stores (Carlin and Louis, 1996). Therefore coefficients are ex-

pected to be less noisy and unstable than those based on estimating single

store-specific regression models (Hanssens et al., 2001).

3 Estimation and Model Evaluation

There are a few papers estimating MLPs by Bayesian approaches. One of

these approaches, the evidence framework of MacKay (1992a,b), is essentially

a Laplace approximation to the posterior distribution. Baesens et al. (2002)

apply the evidence framework in a direct marketing context. Alternatively,

MLPs are estimated by MCMC techniques (Neal, 1996; Müller and Insua,

1998; Lee, 2000; Lampinen and Vehtari, 2001). While Neal (1996) discusses

hierarchical models briefly, none of these contributions develop or apply a

method to estimate MLPs with heterogeneous coefficients.

The MCMC simulation technique used here estimates heterogenous store-

level sales models. It is based on a method developed by Train (2001, 2003),
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more details on which may be found in the appendix and the references given

in this section. After convergence to stationarity it generates random samples

of parameters from the joint posterior density. Statistics of sampled values

(e.g. means, percentiles) converge to their population values. The MCMC

technique consists of several iterations each having four substeps:

1. a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm which samples store specific coeffi-

cients βmi (Chib and Greenberg, 1995 and 1996; Gelman et al., 1995),

but keeps only samples which satisfy the restrictions given in expression

10 (Gelfand et al., 1992).

2. a Gibbs sampler which draws the error precision (i.e. the inverse of

the error variance) from the conditional Gamma distribution whose

parameters depend on total sum of squared errors and number of ob-

servations.

3. a Gibbs sampler which draws from the conditional multivariate normal

distribution of mean coefficients β̄m given store-specific coefficients βmi

and covariance matrix Σm.

4. a Gibbs sampler which draws from the conditional inverted Wishart

distribution of the covariance matrix Σm given store-specific and mean

coefficients.

Model performance is evaluated by posterior model probabilities in accor-

dance with the dominant approach in Bayesian statistics. Posterior model

probabilities penalize models for complexity, i.e. all else being equal the more

complex model receives a lower value. In accordance with a proposal made by

Raftery (1996) the HMLP is judged to perform better if its posterior model

probability is greater than 0.75.

Assuming equal a priori model probabilities the posterior model probability of

the HMLP model is computed from marginal model densities p(y|M0) of the
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HMM and p(y|M1) of the HMLP. Marginal model densities are determined

by the harmonic mean estimator of Gelfand and Dey (1994). The posterior

probability of the HMLP model is given by:

p(y|M1)

p(y|M0) + p(y|M1)
(15)

Price elasticities are sampled by applying the store-specific coefficients ob-

tained by the MCMC technique to expressions 2(3), 6(7), 11 and 12. This

procedure is based on the fact that the posterior of any function of model

parameters can be computed by simply plugging sampled parameters into

the relevant expressions (Geweke, 1989).

95 % credible intervals for individual coefficients and elasticities are estimated

by 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of their sampled values. The probability that a

coefficient (an elasticity) lies in the 95 % credible interval given the observed

data is at least 95 % (Carlin and Louis, 1996).

4 Empirical Study

The store-level data analyzed refer to the nine leading brands of a certain

category of packaged consumer goods. Data were acquired in 81 stores. Be-

tween 61 and 88 weeks per store lead to a total of 62878 observations. Table

1 contains descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) of sales and

prices for these nine brands.

=====================================

put table 1 about here

=====================================

Trace plots and autocorrelations with a maximum lag of 50 iterations for

mean coefficients serve to assess wether the MCMC technique does not con-

verge (Kass et al., 1998). 100,000 iterations are used for each model, the last
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10,000 of which provide the sampled coefficients used to compute estimates.

Trace plots show that for all HMMs and most HMLPs mean coefficients

become stable for less than 50,000 iterations. Autocorrelations also do not

indicate nonconvergence.

Table 2 contains log marginal densities for both the HMM and the best

HMLP (i.e. those with highest log marginal density among HMLPs with

between one and four hidden units). None of these MLPs has more than three

hidden units, for three brands even one hidden unit is sufficient. Posterior

model probabilities given in the last column of table 2 show that HMLPs

clearly outperform their multiplicative counterpart. The HMLPs approach

the best value of 1.00 for each of the nine brands. These results indicate the

superiority of a more flexible compared to a strict parametric model even if

heterogeneity is dealt with in both models.

=====================================

put table 2 about here

=====================================

Results are interpreted by means of values of hidden units and sales response

curves in the following. Three competitive scenarios are considered called

low, medium and high prices of competitors. In these scenarios the price of

each competitor is set to its arithmetic mean minus 1.3 times its standard

deviation, to its arithmetic mean and to its arithmetic mean plus 1.3 times

its standard deviation, respectively.

Interpretation of hidden units is demonstrated for brands 2 and 7. Table

3 gives the output values of hidden units of the best MLP model for each

competive scenario and different values of the price of the respective brand

on the basis of mean coefficients β̄m. Hidden unit 1 can be seen as indicator

of a very favorable price of brand 1 compared to the prices of competitors.

It attains the maximum value 1.00 at very low prices of competitors and a
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somewhat lower own price. Hidden unit 2 indicates a favorable price of brand

1. It attains the maximum value at medium prices of competitors and low

own price. Proceeding the same way for brand 7, hidden units 1, 2 and 3

may be interpreted as indicators of extremely favorable, very faborable and

favorable prices of this brand.

We arrive at quite similar interpretations of hidden units for the other brands.

Results for brand 9 are somewhat different as prices of competitors do not

have a significant effect on its sales. Hidden units attain the maximum value

if the price of brand 9 is low or medium. Values of hidden units decrease if

the price becomes very high.

=====================================

put table 3 about here

=====================================

Estimated sales are plotted as function of the price of a brand using the mean

coefficients β̄m (figures 1 and 2) and the competitive scenarios introduced

above to investigate wether implied price effects differ between the HMM

and the best HMLP. Curves for brand 5 are not shown as they are almost

equal for the two models.

For brand 9 we only have one curve per model as prices of other brands do

not have a significant effect on sales. The HMLP implies higher sales except

at very own high prices at which sales decreases are stronger.

=====================================

put figures 1 and 2 about here

=====================================

For the seven remaining brands curves show large (for some brands very

large) differences between the two models at high prices of competitors. As a
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rule, the HMLP expects higher sales. The HMLP expects stronger responses

to price changes for brands 6 and 7.

For medium prices of competitors the HMLP implies higher sales for brands

2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 if own price is not too high. For brands 2 and 5 price response

in this range is stronger compared to the HMM. At low prices of competitors

the HMLP implies smaller sales for brands 2, 3, 4 and 8.

Price elasticities discussed in the following refer to total sales (i.e. sales

summed across all 81 stores). They are averaged across all observed prices

of competitors. Curves in figures 3 and 4 give the 95 % credible interval of

elasticities. Curves are not shown for brand 5 as they are indistinguishable

for both models.

=====================================

put figures 3 and 4 about here

=====================================

According to the HMM elasticities decrease very slightly for increasing prices.

Except for brand 9 elasticities implied by the HMLP differ from those for

the HMM over most of the observed price range. According to the HMLP

elasticities tend to follow a bell-shaped curve. This is obvious for brands 3, 7

and 8. The bell shape is incomplete for brands 2, 4 and 6 because observations

do not include lower prices. The incomplete bell shape for brand 9 may be

explained by the lack of observations at higher prices.

5 Conclusions

This paper focuses on the comparison of two sales response models, a strict

parametric and a flexible model (a multilayer perceptron). As effects of mar-

keting instruments are as a rule heterogeneous across stores, both models
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are specified in a hierarchical Bayesian framework which allows estimation

of store-specific coefficients by Markov Chain Monte Carlo techniques. The

data base consists of weekly observations of sales and prices for nine brands

of a packaged consumer good acquired in 81 stores.

From a statistical point of view the heterogeneous multilayer perceptron turns

out to be superior. For all brands its posterior probability approaches the

maximum possible value. Moreover, price effects implied by the multilayer

perceptron differ for eight out of nine brands, especially at high prices of

competitors.

We obtain similar results for elasticities aggregated across stores. 95 % cred-

ible intervals of elasticities differ over most of the price range. Elasticities

estimated on the basis of the multilayer perceptron follow a (sometimes in-

complete) bell-shape for increasing prices for eight brands. Quite contrary,

the multiplicative model implies elasticities which decrease very slightly if

prices rise.

These results give evidence that considering both functional flexibility and

heterogeneity can be beneficial. Hopefully they will motivate researchers to

consider more flexible heterogeneous models when analyzing marketing data.

This contribution deals with price response. Given the potential advantages

of more flexible models which simultaneously are able to fulfill well founded

theoretical constraints, future sales response modelling efforts including other

marketing instruments (e.g. sales promotion, sales force, advertising) should

be of interest.

Appendix: Markov Chain Monte Carlo Technique

The likelihood value Lmi of brand m and store i depends on the number

of weekly observations Ti, the sum of squared errors SSEmi and the error
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precision hm:

Lmi =
hTi/2

m

(2π)Ti/2
exp

[

−
hm

2
SSEmi

]

(16)

The sum of squared errors of brand m and store i is defined by:

SSEmi =
Ti
∑

t=1

[log(Qmit) − ˆlog(Qmit)]
2 (17)

log(Qmit) and ˆlog(Qmit) are observed and estimated log sales for brand m,

store i and period t, respectively.

Both total sum of squared errors SSEm and total number of observations

are obtained by summing over stores:

SSEm =
I

∑

i=1

SSEim, T =
I

∑

i=1

Ti (18)

The MCMC procedure is based on the following priors. The prior of the

vector of mean coefficients β̄m is K-variate normal with parameters β̄0
m and

Σ0
m. The prior of K × K covariance matrix Σm is inverse Wishart with K

degrees of freedom and the K × K identity matrix E as scale matrix .

The K × K diagonal matrix Λm denotes the lower Cholesky factor of co-

variance matrix Σm, τ the so-called tuning constant. Indicator function Iβmi

equals one if all restrictions on coefficients given in expression 10 are satisfied,

otherwise it equals zero. s2
m is a crude initial guess of total error variance.

The steps of the MCMC procedure may be described as follows:

1. Sampling of store-specific coefficients for each store i = 1, I

(a) Generate a trial vector of coefficient values

βt
mi = βmi + τΛmv

where

v is a K-dimensional vector of independent draws from the

standard normal distribution
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(b) Update coefficients and likelihood

if (U < R Iβmi
) βmi = βt

mi, Lmi = Lt
mi

where

U is a draw from the uniform distribution U(0, 1)

R = (Lt
mi φ(βt

mi|β̄m, Σm))/(Lmi φ(βmi|β̄m, Σm))

Lt
mi Likelihood value for trial coefficient vector

φ(βmi|β̄m, Σm) k-variate normal density

2. Sampling of error precision hm

Draws from the Gamma distribution with T + 10 degrees of freedom

and mean (T + 10)/(SSEm + 10 s2
m)
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3. Sampling of mean coefficients β̄m

β̄m = 1/I
∑

i βmi + Λmv

where

v is a K-dimensional vector of independent draws from the

standard normal distribution

4. Sampling of covariance matrix Σm

Draws from the inverted Wishart distribution with K+I degrees of free-

dom and scale matrix (KE + I Vm)/(K + I) and computes its lower

Cholesky factor Λm

where

Vm = (1/I)
∑

i(βmi − β̄m)(βmi − β̄m)
′

Ripley (1987) and Train (2003) give details on sampling from probability

distributions.
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Sales Prices
Standard Standard

Brands Mean Deviation Mean Deviation
1 55.12 100.76 285.41 33.01
2 195.85 251.50 293.96 57.21
3 264.78 392.411 218.18 38.45
4 290.55 497.38 220.86 42.07
5 99.62 264.19 229.61 35.66
6 48.67 95.08 214.26 31.16
7 56.61 271.32 214.82 41.60
8 307.85 517.74 174.39 41.51
9 53.05 54.79 149.08 8.85



Table 2: Model Evaluation Results
Brand HMM Best HMLP

Log of Marginal Number of Log of Marginal Posterior
Density Hidden Units Density Probability

1 -23611.33 3 -23348.29 1.00
2 -21763.64 2 -20975.99 1.00
3 -25380.88 2 -25126.25 1.00
4 -24286.86 1 -23774.01 1.00
5 -23617.84 1 -23585.38 1.00
6 -21932.54 1 -21294.56 1.00
7 -27328.39 3 -26833.91 1.00
8 -26790.00 2 -26762.76 1.00
9 -23419.23 3 -23302.14 1.00
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Table 3: Values of Hidden Units of HMLPs

1 2 3
Brand 2

Low Prices of Competitors
224: 0.00 224: 0.00 -
370: 0.00 370: 0.00 -

Medium Prices of Competitors
224: 0.84 224: 0.99 -
272: 0.10 332: 0.10 -
High Prices of Competitors
224: 1.00 224: 1.00 -
370: 0.31 370: 1.00 -

Brand 7
Low Prices of Competitors
165: 0.00 165: 0.00 165: 0.00
269: 0.00 269: 0.00 269: 0.00

Medium Prices of Competitors
165: 0.00 165: 1.00 165: 1.00
269: 0.00 261: 0.10 239: 0.10
High Prices of Competitors
165: 1.00 165: 1.00 165: 1.00
227: 0.10 269: 0.10 269: 1.00

price of brand: value of hidden unit
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Figure 1: Sales Response Curves (Part A)

Top, middle and bottom curves for high, medium and low prices of competitors,
respectively.

HMLP (solid curves), HMM (dotted curves).
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Figure 2: Sales Response Curves (Part B)

Top, middle and bottom curves for high, medium and low prices of competitors,
respectively.

HMLP (solid curves), HMM (dotted curves).
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Figure 3: Elasticity Curves (Part A)

95 % credible intervals
HMLP (solid curves), HMM (dotted curves).
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Figure 4: Elasticity Curves (Part B)

95 % credible intervals
HMLP (solid curves), HMM (dotted curves).
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